Early aggregation in prion peptide nanostructures investigated by nonlinear and ultrafast time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy.
We report the characterization of early aggregates in the self-assembly of prion peptides using nonlinear and ultrafast time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy. The dye-labeled peptide and dye/peptide guest-host systems were used to demonstrate the feasibility of the new approach. By measuring the two-photon absorption cross-section, small aggregates of the dye labeled peptide were characterized. Ultrafast time-resolved fluorescence anisotropy spectroscopy reveals the packing state (microenvironment) of the probes to be tightly associated with aggregates and associated with aggregation progression of the peptides. Fluorescence intensity decay shows a correlation with growth of aggregates having a high level of structured beta-sheet content. A new binding ligand Cascade Yellow shows promise for beta-sheet recognition of prion peptide nanostructures. These findings may have implications for in vivo studies of neurotoxic aggregates targeting with fluorescence markers. Also, these results may provide insight into molecular design of peptide-based nanomaterials.